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Egmont UK Ltd, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. UK ed.. Language: English .
Brand New Book. The perfect introduction to Thomas the Tank Engine! Gordon the Big Engine
always thought that he knew best. But when his whistle wouldn t stop blowing one day, the other
engines teased him. Gordon didn t feel quite so grand, after that! Based on the classic tales from
the Reverend W. Awdry, with a stunning, modern look. Thomas Engine Adventures is a great way to
pass on the tradition of Thomas to early readers. Children aged 2 and up will love meeting classic
characters such as Percy, James, Gordon, and Toby down on The Fat Controller s railway. These
fun, short stories come with a bonus spot-and-see activity at the end. Perfect for bedtime. Thomas
has been teaching children lessons about life and friendship for over 70 years. He ranks alongside
other beloved character such as Paddington Bear, Winnie-the-Pooh and Peter Rabbit as an
essential part of our literary heritage.
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. We have read through and that i am confident that i am going to going to read through again again down the road.
Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this pdf in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Noel Stanton-- Noel Stanton

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr. Odie Hamill-- Dr. Odie Hamill
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